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Kurek - Jewish Ghettos from 4
The Jewish Police took over guard duties
in the Warsaw ghetto in November 1940.
The duties of that service included: to
keep a guard at the border crossing points,
to regulate the street movement, to
execute the duty to work, to execute the
moving from one place to another in the
ghetto, and to serve against the epidemics.
The Jewish police were created in all
Jewish ghettos on Polish lands. Jewish
policemen had to support the Jewish
authorities from the Judenrat in their
executions of Jewish inhabitants per
German orders. The year of war, 1941,
had brought together with the mentioned
above constitution of the Jewish state
power (Mayor’s office), the further
development of the Jewish institutions.
By 1942 the Germans had started the
extermination of Polish Jews. The
evilness of the German plans were based
on being able to use the Jewish dreams
about an independent autonomy in
Warsaw and “a Jewish state” in Łódź.
This concentration of the Jewish
population in the big cities, and the
obedience of the Jewish population
towards the authorities of the Jewish
autonomies without protest served to
make the extermination process easier for
the Germans.
The unthinking obedience of the Jewish
population towards the authority of the
Jewish autonomies, without protest, was
simply used by the Germans.
In Roman Polansky’s movie, “The
Pianist,” there is an episode when
Władysław Szpilman is walking with his
family to the wagon, through rows of
uniformed men. It was the last road for
the Warsaw Jews. The wagons would go
to Treblinka. The person with no
historical orientation watching this movie
will pay no attention that the uniforms of
the men staying close to the wagons are
not German uniforms, nor Polish, but
Jewish. This historical memory of the
pianist Władysław Szpilman supports the
notes of the Warsaw ghetto chronicler,
Emanuel Ringelblum, who wrote about
the extermination of 300,000 Jews: “Why
only 50 of the SS-men (some witnesses
say that even less) with the support of 200
Ukrainians, and about the same number of
Latvians, were able to exterminate the
Jews so easily? The Jewish police had a
very bad reputation even before the
displacement of the Jews. But the bottom
of their evilness was reached during the
displacement. There was not even one
word of protest against their despicable
function, to provide their brothers with
death. The other Jewish organizations and
groups (except the police) had switched to
the displacement action of their own free
will. The leading place in this sense
belonged to the Emergency Support
Service. Except for them, the Jewish
community authorities were supporting
the actions of the Jews moving.”²²
One of the most shocking Jewish
historical sources about the Holocaust are
the little-known poems of Icchak
Kacenelson. With poet’s susceptibility, he
shows the nightmare of the crime
committed on the Jews, by the Jews. In
his poem “About my pain” there are these
lines:
“I am the one who had seen this, who had
observed it from very close
And my hands are broken from a shy,
from shy and shame
By the hands of the Jews were killed the
Jews – disarmed Jews
On the side the German with a sly smile
had watched on them.
The German had stood far aside and
watched – he did not interfere.
He kills my Jews by the Jewish hands!”²³
There is no doubt about the cooperation
of the Jewish administration in the process
of Jewish extermination, as is shown in
Jewish historical sources. We must
mention again, the Jewish Senator Adam
Czerniaków. He was not the only one
oriented in the direction of the German
policy. But when Czerniaków learned that
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the Jewish autonomy he had created in
Warsaw, with the support of the Germans,
was a trap, he committed suicide!
To return to Hannah Arendt’s words,
about the problem of the Jews’
participation in the extermination, “The
issue I had worked over was the
cooperation of Jewish authorities with the
committers of the “Final Solution.” It was
a very uncomfortable issue because it was
not possible to say that those persons were
traitors (they were the traitors as well, but
it is not significant).
The cooperation of the Polish Jews with
the Germans – from the Jewish point of
view - was not a betrayal but the
realization of Jewish political plans. The
Poles did not give autonomy to the Polish
Jews in 1918-1939, and that was why the
Jews had used the first political
opportunity and had built ghettos on
Polish lands in 1939-1940-1941. From
that point of view the authorities of the
Jewish autonomies, cooperating with the
Germans, might not be called traitors.
They cooperated with the Germans for
what they saw as a benefit for their Jewish
people.
The Polish Jews did not foresee a
dramatic end of the Jewish autonomy. But
the Holocaust was not foreseen by
anybody. In any civilized peoples’
imagination (Jews, Poles and Americans)
until the horrors of World War II, no one
could imagine the industry of death: gas
chambers, crematoriums etc.
Of one thing we are absolutely sure: the
establishment, in May 1941 of the Jewish
ghettoes in Warsaw, and the other Jewish
autonomies on the Polish lands (Łódź,
Cracow, Lublin, etc.) is the key element
for the understanding of the Polish Jews’
Holocaust, and for a full understanding of
Polish-Jewish relations during 1939-1945.
And, surprisingly, even now! The sooner
that the whole world understands what is
documented in the Jewish historical
sources that Jewish ghettos were in reality
on Polish lands, the quicker the truth is
known about the history of the Jews and
the Poles during the World War II. It is
vital that we all come to a clear
understanding of all these facts and work
toward erasing old rumors and lies.
Taking into account the information
from Jewish historical sources during
WWII, the Jewish ghettos in Poland were
in reality the “Selbständlige Autonomie,”
and Polish-Jewish relations in that time
should be further researched. But at this
time things can be explained as follows:
1. The Jewish “Selbständlige Autonomie”
were political, administrative and ethnic
units not connected with Polish society. In
these units the Polish Jews in 1939-1942
had their own social structure. The Poles
had no influence on the social life of
Polish Jews.
2. In 1939-1942, when the Polish Jews
were creating the “Selbständlige
Autonomie”, the Poles were absorbed into
a creation of the Polish Underground
State, where the Polish Jews had no
influence.
3. When the Germans started the
Holocaust of the Jewish people in 1942
there was no connection between the
“Selbständlige Autonomie” and the Polish
Underground State.
4. The connection and cooperation
between the Jews and Poles emerged at
the end of 1942, during the Holocaust,
and the highest form of this was “Żegota,”
supported by the Polish Underground
State, actions created to rescue Polish
Jews. The scale of “Żegota” actions and
of all other similar actions was severely
limited by the Germans who imposed the
death penalty on any Poles who even
attempted to rescue Jews.
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*** (First paragraph of the article) For
more than twenty years with brief
interruptions, I have been engaged in
research regarding Polish-Jewish relations
and trying to understand the puzzles of
WWII and the Holocaust in Poland.
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Investments - Give assets from 3
donor’s gift is reduced for gift tax
purposes. So CLTs are particularly
attractive in periods of low interest rates.
A Grantor Retained Annuity Trust
allows you to pass assets you believe will
appreciate in value to family members at
discounted levels. You contribute assets to
a trust and receive a fixed annuity
payment stream for a specified period of
years. At the end of the trust term, the
remaining assets and their appreciation (if
any) are distributed to your beneficiaries.
Since the value of the gift is reduced by
the present value of the annuity payments,
you could structure a payment schedule
and payout amount that could result in a
minimal gift-tax value. However, if you
die before the end of the specified term,
some or all of the remaining trust property
would be included in your estate and
subject to estate taxes.
Life Insurance can help replace your estate
and gift tax liabilities. Life insurance often
provides a substantial benefit for relatively
small costs. A life insurance policy may be
used by itself to increase the size of your
estate, or it may be used for cost-effectively
paying estate taxes. Plus, the proceeds of
life insurance are typically income-tax free
to the beneficiary. And with careful
planning, these proceeds may also be
received estate tax-free.

A Limited Liability Company or
Family Limited Partnership may help
reduce the size of your estate for transfertax purposes. The LLC or FLP is made up
of managing or voting interests and
nonvoting interests, and you could gift the
nonvoting interests to your children and
grandchildren . Since the non-voting
interests gifted to your children and
grandchildren lack voting rights and are
not readily marketable, they might be
discounted for gift tax valuation purposes.
A Dynasty Trust could allow you to
establish a source of funds for multiple
generations. Here’s how it generally
works: You would fund the trust with an
amount up to your and your spouse’s
lifetime gift tax exclusions. The trust
assets, including any growth, will remain
free of federal transfer taxes (i.e., estate,
gift and generation-skipping transfer
taxes) for as long as they remain in the
trust. In certain states, such as South
Dakota, the trust may theoretically last
forever. And the plan could be designed
so that any distribution from the Dynasty
Trust would be free of gift- and
generation-skipping transfer taxes.
Income or principal from the trust may
be distributed to your children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren as
specified in the trust document. The
provisions could tie those distributions to
incentives, such as maintaining gainful
employment, and permit distributions for
funding businesses or purchasing homes
for the use of beneficiaries or other
activities. There also may be provisions
in the trust document to gift a percentage
of the assets directly to a charity or family
foundation. Assets remaining in the trust
are protected from creditors and divorce
judgments.
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Create Your Estate Plan
Discuss your estate planning objectives
and concerns with your Financial Advisor
and your tax and legal advisors. Together,
you can develop an estate plan that best
situations. ❒
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